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Gopal Krishnan
Dhrupad & Khyal
Ocora/Radio France C561078
Full Price (76 mins)
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Fretless wonder with plenty of surprises
up his sleeves
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The veena is one of the oldest Indian musical
instruments of the lute family, probably dating
back to the first millennium BC. The kind we usually encounter in
North Indian classical music is the rudra veena, while the
instrument featured on this disc is the vichitra veena. A relatively
modern invention, it is fretless with sympathetic strings that are
played by being stopped by a glass ball held in the left hand, in a manner similar to the
Hawaiian guitar.
Gopal Krishnan has taken the vichitra veena to new heights with further modifications
that enable this noble instrument to be played faster than would normally be possible. He
begins with the rarely heard ‘Raga Mangal Bhairav’ – an early morning scale characterised
by a mood of deep meditation. But he delivers this in the style of khayal, an ornamented
classical vocal style, when one would have expected to hear dhrupad, a more austere vocal
style, closely associated with the veena. In the following piece, the reverse takes place: the
light-hearted, romantic ‘Raga Tilak Kamod’ (usually reserved for semi-classical song forms)
is performed in the style of dhrupad. Treated in this surprising way, both ragas come
across as brand new. Anindo Chatterjee’s tabla – played in the style of pakhavaj, an ancient
barrel-shaped drum, the usual accompaniment for veena and dhrupad – is simply out of
this world. The final track is a ‘Raga Bhairavi’, played in the style of thumri (light classical
song), which just goes to show that despite its majestic overtones, the veena can also be
very flexible and lyrical. On this track, Chatterjee dazzles us again – albeit this time with
the tabla firmly back in tabla mode. Overall, this is an outstanding disc featuring a very
rare string instrument – with fabulous percussion to boot.
Jameela Siddiqi

One of India’s oldest musical
instruments, the veena, played by
Gopal Krishnan, accompanied by
tabla player Anindo Chatterjee

Kartik Seshadri &
Anindo Chatterjee
In Concert
Soundings Records SR112
Full Price (66 mins)
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Sitar and tabla in perfect
sympathy
Kartik Seshadri is
probably the best
sitar player of his
generation and is
considered a leading
exponent of this most
popular of Indian classical instruments. A
child prodigy who began performing at
the age of six, he eventually went into
formal discipleship with sitar legend Ravi
Shankar. He is renowned for numerous
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international collaborations, ranging from
the Brazilian group UAKTI to the
composer Philip Glass, as well as leading
one of the largest programmes of Indian
classical music in the US at the University
of California.
On this disc he employs an ancient
beenkar (veena player) style for an exquisite
‘Raga Kaushi Kanada’ – a composite of
ragas ‘Malkauns’ and ‘Darbari Kanada’
– but the album reaches its highpoint
on the second track with ‘Raga Mishra
Gara’, which also used to be a regular at
Ravi Shankar’s recitals. Beginning with an
aochar (a very brief alap, or introduction
to the basic melodic outline), Seshadri
renders it in a thumri (light-classical and
lyrical) mode, which seems to be a natural
home for this raga. Anindo Chatterjee’s

tabla – extremely polished as always,
with every syllable of percussion delicately
nuanced yet distinctly clear – greatly
enhances this remarkable performance
and Seshadri’s own appreciation for his
accompanist is clearly audible. Seshadri
dedicates this album to his mother who,
he says, taught him that ‘tenderness and
strength’ come from the same place in the
heart. And, if this work is anything to go by,
it would appear that Seshadri has definitely
taken that lesson on board and made it a
hallmark of his art.
Jameela Siddiqi

Lin Sheng Xiang &
Ken Ohtake
Growing Up Wild
Trees Music & Art TMCD348
Full Price (55 mins)
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Taiwanese field trip with an
important feminist message
This is a great find – a
modern journey to
southern Taiwan with
balladeer Lin Sheng
Xiang and his Japanese
guitarist-collaborator Ken
Ohtake. The texts by
Zhong Yongfeng are superb – conceived
and sung in the Hakka dialect that’s well
endowed with colourful diphthongs and
rhythmic glottal stops.
There are many levels to appreciate
in Growing Up Wild. It’s conceived as
an album that chronicles women’s near
lack of status in traditional Hakka culture.
Some of the tracks also evoke the village
world of the 1970s (one song refers to
a Vespa) before globalisation began to
take hold. All these come through in the
beautifully crafted liner notes containing
the original Hakka, Chinese translations,
and poetic and earthy English (the latter
written by Andrew Jones). Although
you’re listening to an entirely foreign
language spoken by a minority in southern
Taiwan, you still feel close to every line,
while much of the intimate guitar playing
can be traced back to different strands of
the Western folk idiom.
Lin’s voice is sincere and soulful: every
word sounds heartfelt, especially on the
final tracks. The homages to nature and
bygone eras strike deep, casting an open
emotional net wide. And ‘Mama, Don’t
Be Afraid, Be Brave’ contains impressive
guitar improvisations reminiscent of
Cuba, with a universally recognisable
refrain of ‘mama’. It’s rare to find an
album that hooks you in from the first
minute to the last without resorting to
anything other than traditional, folk
acoustic instruments.
Joanna Lee l
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